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GoalsGoals

Test whether suffixed and compoundTest whether suffixed and compound
words are processed differently in Chinesewords are processed differently in Chinese

Test whether stimulus context plays a roleTest whether stimulus context plays a role
in morphological processingin morphological processing
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Why look at Chinese?Why look at Chinese?

  Problems with Chinese (Packard, 2000)Problems with Chinese (Packard, 2000)
          Distinction between Affixes & Bound RootsDistinction between Affixes & Bound Roots

      e.g.               e.g.         yuan2yuan2  ““personperson””
                                  vs.                                  vs.
                                              zhe3zhe3  ““one who does/is Xone who does/is X””
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Disputes over categorizationDisputes over categorization

              --zizi       -       -toutou         -xing4       -du4         -xing4       -du4

        (nominal suffix) (nominal suffix)           -          -jia1jia1        -        -hua4hua4
                                  -                                  -xue2xue2        -        -zhe3zhe3

affixesaffixes quasi-affixesquasi-affixes rootsroots
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Compound decompositionCompound decomposition

Morpheme frequency effectsMorpheme frequency effects
      EnglishEnglish:: Taft & Forster (1976)Taft & Forster (1976)

Andrews (1986)Andrews (1986)
      ChineseChinese:: Zhang & Zhang & PengPeng (1992) (1992)

Component  repetition priming effectsComponent  repetition priming effects
Zhou & Zhou & MarslenMarslen-Wilson (1995)-Wilson (1995)
Li (1995)Li (1995)
Zhou, Zhou, MarslenMarslen-Wilson, Taft, & -Wilson, Taft, & ShuShu (1999) (1999)
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Suffixed word decomposition?Suffixed word decomposition?

Inconsistent morpheme frequency effectsInconsistent morpheme frequency effects
Taft (1979)Taft (1979)
Andrews (1986)Andrews (1986)

Weaker component repetition primingWeaker component repetition priming
StannersStanners, , NeiserNeiser, , HernonHernon, & Hall (1979), & Hall (1979)
Fowler, Fowler, NappsNapps, & Feldman (1985), & Feldman (1985)

Prefix stripping vs. suffix stripping (Taft,Prefix stripping vs. suffix stripping (Taft,
1985)1985)
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  A possible context effect:A possible context effect:
 Compounds are obligatorily decomposed, but Compounds are obligatorily decomposed, but

  suffixed words are not?  suffixed words are not?

        e.g. Andrews (1986)e.g. Andrews (1986)
    Suffixed words: no morpheme frequency effect    Suffixed words: no morpheme frequency effect
    Compound words: significant morpheme    Compound words: significant morpheme
                                  frequency effect                                  frequency effect
    Mixed: both had morpheme frequency effect    Mixed: both had morpheme frequency effect

A diagnostic for affixationA diagnostic for affixation
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Our experimentsOur experiments

Exp 1a-c: Replications of Andrews (1986)Exp 1a-c: Replications of Andrews (1986)
Exp 2a-c: Visual component primingExp 2a-c: Visual component priming
Overall designOverall design

Suffixed and compound stimuli matched forSuffixed and compound stimuli matched for
first morpheme frequency, surface frequency,first morpheme frequency, surface frequency,
and character complexityand character complexity
ExpsExps a-b: Suffixed and compound stimuli a-b: Suffixed and compound stimuli

presented alone; Exp c: Suffixed andpresented alone; Exp c: Suffixed and
compound stimuli presented togethercompound stimuli presented together
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Experiment 1a: Morpheme frequencyExperiment 1a: Morpheme frequency
effect for suffixed words?effect for suffixed words?

MaterialsMaterials
Most Most ““suffix-likesuffix-like”” suffixes chosen based on suffixes chosen based on
semantic pretestssemantic pretests
76 suffixed words with matched surface76 suffixed words with matched surface
frequency but varied morpheme frequency:frequency but varied morpheme frequency:

38 with high morpheme frequency 38 with high morpheme frequency (HMF)(HMF) & &
38 with low morpheme frequency words 38 with low morpheme frequency words (LMF)(LMF)

Occurrences of suffix types were evenlyOccurrences of suffix types were evenly
distributeddistributed
The same design for The same design for nonwordnonword items (formed of items (formed of
real characters)real characters)
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Examples of experimental itemsExamples of experimental items
HMF:          HMF:          wang3ziwang3zi    ““netnet””
LMF:          LMF:          ping2ziping2zi    ““vasevase””

Examples of Examples of nonwordnonword items items
HMF:          HMF:          xian1zixian1zi
LMF:          LMF:          hui4zihui4zi

ParticipantsParticipants
25 Mandarin-speaking university students in25 Mandarin-speaking university students in
southern Taiwansouthern Taiwan
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Experiment 1a: ResultsExperiment 1a: Results

Mean RTMean RT

By participant, By participant, pp > 0.05 > 0.05
By item, By item, pp > 0.1 > 0.1
RT for HMF was RT for HMF was notnot significantly shorter than for LMF significantly shorter than for LMF
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Experiment 1a: DiscussionExperiment 1a: Discussion

Lack of morpheme frequency effect for suffixedLack of morpheme frequency effect for suffixed
words (consistent with Andrews, 1986, and otherwords (consistent with Andrews, 1986, and other
previous work on English)previous work on English)

A trend in the direction of a morpheme frequencyA trend in the direction of a morpheme frequency
effect, however.effect, however.
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Experiment 1b: Morpheme frequencyExperiment 1b: Morpheme frequency
effect for compound words?effect for compound words?

MaterialsMaterials
76 transparent compound words with76 transparent compound words with
matched surface frequency but variedmatched surface frequency but varied
morpheme frequency:morpheme frequency:

38 with high morpheme frequency 38 with high morpheme frequency (HMF)(HMF) & &
38 with low morpheme frequency words 38 with low morpheme frequency words (LMF)(LMF)

The same design for The same design for nonwordnonword items items
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Examples of experimental itemsExamples of experimental items
HMF:         jiu4shu1  HMF:         jiu4shu1  ““old bookold book””
LMF:         feng1wo1 LMF:         feng1wo1 ““beehivebeehive””

Examples of Examples of nonwordnonword items items
HMF:         ren3ming2HMF:         ren3ming2
LMF:         sha1nie1LMF:         sha1nie1

ParticipantsParticipants
25 Mandarin-speaking university students in25 Mandarin-speaking university students in
southern Taiwan (different from previous ones)southern Taiwan (different from previous ones)
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Experiment 1b: ResultsExperiment 1b: Results

Mean RTMean RT

By participant, By participant, pp < 0.05 < 0.05
By item, By item, pp > 0.1 > 0.1
RT for HMF was RT for HMF was shortershorter than for LMF than for LMF
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Experiment 1b: DiscussionExperiment 1b: Discussion

First morpheme frequency effect found forFirst morpheme frequency effect found for
compounds (replicates Andrews, 1986, and othercompounds (replicates Andrews, 1986, and other
previous work on English)previous work on English)

Although the RT differences is now significant, it isAlthough the RT differences is now significant, it is
not significantly larger than for Exp. 1a (nonot significantly larger than for Exp. 1a (no Exp Exp x x
MorphFreqMorphFreq interaction:  interaction: pp > 0.5 by participant and > 0.5 by participant and
by item)by item)
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Experiment 1c: Morpheme frequencyExperiment 1c: Morpheme frequency
effect for both types when mixed?effect for both types when mixed?

MaterialsMaterials
Stimuli from Experiments 1a-b combinedStimuli from Experiments 1a-b combined
togethertogether

ParticipantsParticipants
25 Mandarin-speaking university students in25 Mandarin-speaking university students in
southern Taiwan (different from previous ones)southern Taiwan (different from previous ones)
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Experiment 1c: ResultsExperiment 1c: Results

Mean RTMean RT

No effect of morphological typeNo effect of morphological type
By participant & by item, By participant & by item, pp > 0.5 > 0.5
Significant effect of morpheme frequencySignificant effect of morpheme frequency
By participant, By participant, pp < 0.0001; by item,  < 0.0001; by item, pp < 0.05 < 0.05
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Experiment 1c: DiscussionExperiment 1c: Discussion

The context effect replicates Andrews (1986)The context effect replicates Andrews (1986)

Positive morpheme frequency effect for bothPositive morpheme frequency effect for both
suffixed and compound wordssuffixed and compound words

Suffixed words seem to be processed differentlySuffixed words seem to be processed differently
when alone vs. when in mixed context, thoughwhen alone vs. when in mixed context, though
Exp x Exp x MorphFreqMorphFreq interaction is still not significant interaction is still not significant
(p > 0.5 by participant & by item)(p > 0.5 by participant & by item)
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Experiment 2a: Component primingExperiment 2a: Component priming
of suffixed wordsof suffixed words

MaterialsMaterials
Targets: 24 Chinese single-character wordsTargets: 24 Chinese single-character words

   24    24 noncharactersnoncharacters
Priming conditions: Identical (IDEN)Priming conditions: Identical (IDEN)

            Suffixed (SUF)            Suffixed (SUF)
            Unrelated (UNREL)            Unrelated (UNREL)

yi4yi4
‘‘wingwing’’

zhuan1touzhuan1tou
‘‘brickbrick’’

zhuan1zhuan1
‘‘brickbrick’’

zhuan1zhuan1
‘‘brickbrick’’

UNRELUNRELSUFSUFIDENIDENTargetTarget
(Character)(Character)

PrimePrime
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ParticipantsParticipants
21 Mandarin-speaking university students in21 Mandarin-speaking university students in
southern Taiwan (different from previous ones)southern Taiwan (different from previous ones)

meng2meng2
‘‘covenantcovenant’’

fu3toufu3tou
‘‘hatchethatchet’’

fu3fu3
‘‘hatchethatchet’’

UNRELUNRELSUFSUFIDENIDENTargetTarget
((NoncharacterNoncharacter))

PrimePrime
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Experiment 2a: ResultsExperiment 2a: Results

Mean RTMean RT

Main effect of prime types in RT analysesMain effect of prime types in RT analyses
By participant, p < 0.001; by item, p < 0.01By participant, p < 0.001; by item, p < 0.01
Mean RT: IDEN & SUF < UNREL (Mean RT: IDEN & SUF < UNREL (TukeyTukey HSD) HSD)
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Experiment 2a: DiscussionExperiment 2a: Discussion

Suffixed words primed their basesSuffixed words primed their bases
Inconsistent with Experiment 1aInconsistent with Experiment 1a
This is due to slow UNREL RT of 2 participants:This is due to slow UNREL RT of 2 participants:

SUF RT for others: 393-669 SUF RT for others: 393-669 msecmsec
UNREL RT for others: 397-635 UNREL RT for others: 397-635 msecmsec
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Subj. 19Subj. 19

PrimingPrimingSUFSUFUNRELUNREL
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Experiment 2b: Component primingExperiment 2b: Component priming
of compound wordsof compound words

MaterialsMaterials
Targets: Same targets as Exp. 2aTargets: Same targets as Exp. 2a
Priming conditions: Identical (IDEN)Priming conditions: Identical (IDEN)
                                  Compound (COMP)                                  Compound (COMP)

                                     Unrelated (UNREL)                                     Unrelated (UNREL)

yi4yi4
‘‘wingwing’’

zhuan1qiang2zhuan1qiang2
‘‘brick wallbrick wall’’

zhuan1zhuan1
‘‘brickbrick’’

zhuan1zhuan1
‘‘brickbrick’’

UNRELUNRELCOMPCOMPIDENIDENTargetTarget
(Character)(Character)

PrimePrime
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ParticipantsParticipants
21 Mandarin-speaking university students in21 Mandarin-speaking university students in
southern Taiwan (different from previoussouthern Taiwan (different from previous
ones)ones)

fu3fu3
‘‘hatchethatchet’’

meng2bang1meng2bang1
‘‘allyally’’

meng2meng2
‘‘covenantcovenant’’

UNRELUNRELSUFSUFIDENIDENTargetTarget
((NoncharacterNoncharacter))

PrimePrime
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Experiment 2b: ResultsExperiment 2b: Results

  Mean RTMean RT

 Main effect of prime types in RT analyses Main effect of prime types in RT analyses
By participant, p < 0.0001; by item, p < 0.05By participant, p < 0.0001; by item, p < 0.05
Mean RT: IDEN < COMP < UNRELMean RT: IDEN < COMP < UNREL  ((TukeyTukey HSD) HSD)
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Experiment 2b: DiscussionExperiment 2b: Discussion

Compound words primed their first positionCompound words primed their first position
morphemesmorphemes

Consistent with Exp. 1bConsistent with Exp. 1b
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Experiment 2c: Effect of mixing bothExperiment 2c: Effect of mixing both
types on component primingtypes on component priming

MaterialsMaterials
Stimuli from Stimuli from ExpsExps. 2a-b. 2a-b

yi4yi4
‘‘wingwing’’

zhuan1qiang2zhuan1qiang2
‘‘brick wallbrick wall’’

zhuan1touzhuan1tou
‘‘brickbrick’’

zhuan1zhuan1
‘‘brickbrick’’

zhuan1zhuan1
‘‘brickbrick’’

UNRELUNRELCOMPCOMPSUFSUFIDENIDEN
TargetTarget

(Character)(Character)

PrimePrime
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meng2bang1meng2bang1
‘‘allyally’’

fu3toufu3tou
‘‘hatchethatchet’’

fu3fu3
‘‘hatchethatchet’’

meng3meng3
‘‘covenantcovenant’’

UNRELUNRELCOMPCOMPSUFSUFIDENIDEN
TargetTarget

(Character)(Character)

PrimePrime

  ParticipantsParticipants
   20 Mandarin-speaking university students in
   southern Taiwan (different from previous
   studies)
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Experiment 2c: ResultsExperiment 2c: Results

Mean RTMean RT

Main effect of prime types in RT analysesMain effect of prime types in RT analyses
By participant, p < 0.0001; by item, p > 0.05By participant, p < 0.0001; by item, p > 0.05
Mean RT: IDEN, SUF, COMP < UNREL (Mean RT: IDEN, SUF, COMP < UNREL (TukeyTukey HSD) HSD)
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Experiment 2c: DiscussionExperiment 2c: Discussion

Both suffixed & compound words primed theirBoth suffixed & compound words primed their
constituent morphemesconstituent morphemes

Suffixed priming effect when alone vs. whenSuffixed priming effect when alone vs. when
mixed with compound words: consistent withmixed with compound words: consistent with
Exp 1c?Exp 1c?

Decomposition of Chinese suffixed words as aDecomposition of Chinese suffixed words as a
strategy induced by stimulus context?strategy induced by stimulus context?
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General discussionGeneral discussion

Suffixed and compound words in Chinese seemSuffixed and compound words in Chinese seem
to be distinguishable in processing, though theto be distinguishable in processing, though the
evidence so far is weakevidence so far is weak

Stimulus context may affect lexical processingStimulus context may affect lexical processing
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